Magnum flashlight

Mag Instrument, Inc. Simply return the packing slip along with the unused item in its original
package for a full refund, excluding any shipping charges you incurred when purchasing or
returning the product. Your return will be processed promptly. Please send to: Mag Instrument,
Inc. All of our published ANSI-standard performance data Light Output, Beam Distance, Peak
Beam Candlepower and Run Time are based on testing with alkaline batteries; and when we
ship these flashlights with batteries, the batteries we include with them are alkaline. We do this
because the designs of these flashlights are optimized for use with non-rechargeable alkaline
batteries. NiMH rechargeable batteries in these sizes typically have a somewhat lower nominal
output 1. Also, the discharge curves of NiMH batteries typically differ from those of alkaline
batteries â€” so the two battery types may behave differently under load. That said, the
flashlights will operate with NiMH rechargeables, and use of NiMH rechargeables will not harm
the circuitry nor otherwise damage the flashlights in any way. The degree of difference is hard
to predict. We have noted variation in the quality of NiMH rechargeable batteries on the market,
and if you choose the best-quality NiMH batteries you might find that any performance shortfall
is, for your purposes, not meaningful. In normal use, the LED should last for the life of the
owner and should never need to be replaced. The explanation for these statements is a little
complicated. So the filament breaks. Instead, what typically happens to an LED is that its light
output extremely slowly, and extremely gradually, declines with use. Nobody would claim,
however, that an LED is completely bulletproof under all conditions. It should go without saying
that one who uses his LED flashlight as an impact tool or a fire-poker is looking for trouble.
Excessive operating temperatures could also threaten the longevity of an LED. It sounds like
you may be using the incorrect replacement lamp for your flashlight. Make sure to buy the
correct lamp for your flashlight. If you are unsure of which lamp to use in your flashlight do not
hesitate to contact us at 1 When you cannot remove the tailcap to change the batteries, it is
probably that the batteries leaked and caused corrosion inside. Mag Instrument does not
warrant against battery leakage. When this happens, it probably means that the batteries have
leaked and are stuck inside the barrel. Oftentimes, batteries will swell before leaking, causing
them to get stuck inside the barrel. All alkaline batteries are filled with a caustic material that
can damage corrode any device, including a flashlight, if it escapes from the battery cell. Given
the limitations of alkaline battery technology, there is always some risk that a battery might leak
under some conditions. There are a number of specific reasons why this might happen. One is a
defect in the battery, or physical damage to it. Another reason has to do with the fact that all
alkaline batteries have a self-discharge rate, causing them to gradually weaken and die even if
they are in a package on a shelf, or in a device that is not used. Leaving dead batteries inside a
device can cause battery leakage and resulting corrosion damage. And misuse of the batteries
e. But if you follow the simple rules above, you can minimize the possibility that batteries will
leak inside your flashlight. Visual signs of battery leakage and crusty deposits corrosion inside
your flashlight are a sign of leakage and damage, and if the flashlight is non-functional, this
corrosion damage is likely the cause. It sometimes happens that batteries become stuck inside
the barrel and are hard to remove. If this happens, it likely means that the batteries have leaked
and have swelled up, and if the flashlight is non-functional, corrosion damage from the leaking
batteries is almost certainly the cause. It also sometimes happens that the tailcap becomes
stuck on the flashlight and is difficult to unscrew. Battery exhaustion, battery leakage, and
flashlight damage caused by battery leakage are all specifically excluded from your warranty.
You may, however, be able to get help from the battery manufacturer if a battery leak damages
your flashlight. See the next FAQ below for details. What you CAN do is contact the battery
manufacturer to see if it has a program to repair or replace your leak-damaged flashlight. Every
reputable alkaline battery manufacturer has some form of device damage policy under which
you may be eligible to have your flashlight repaired or replaced if it has been damaged by
leakage of alkaline batteries that came from that manufacturer. NOTE: It is good practice to
write down and remember the brand name of any batteries you put in the flashlight. If leak
damage does occur, it is sometimes difficult or impossible to get the batteries out of the barrel
to see what brand they are. Different battery makers may call their device damage policies by
different names, and the exact terms may differ from one maker to another and may change
over time. Some of the policies may have special requirements, so it may be important to
contact the battery manufacturer without delay if you discover battery leak damage. And do not
discard the flashlight or the batteries before finding out whether the battery manufacturer
requires you to submit them as proof of claim. You should communicate with the battery
manufacturer before you send them the damaged flashlight, and should confirm exactly what
their device damage claim eligibility requirements and procedures are. For your convenience we
provide the following website links and contact numbers through which you can get more
information concerning battery-leak-damage policies and procedures of various battery

manufacturers. Please understand that the battery manufacturers are companies separate and
independent of Mag Instrument. The above battery manufacturer contact information, current as
of late September , is provided to you as a courtesy but is, of course, subject to change by the
battery manufacturer. The following table lists the categories, and for each one indicates the
unit of measure, the official logo, and the basic meaning of the category:. Judging from
questions and comments we receive, the distinction between Light Output and Beam Distance
is a source of some confusion. A flashlight can have a very high Light Output measured in
lumens , and yet have a very short Beam Distance measured in meters. And the opposite can
also be true: A flashlight can have a very modest output in lumens and yet can be remarkably
effective in lighting up an object very far away. Why is this possible? Because Light Output is
simply a raw measure of the rate at which a light source generates light â€” i. It tells nothing
about how well or poorly that light is gathered and directed. Beam Distance, on the other hand,
is a measure of the maximum distance from which an optimally focused flashlight will cast a
useful amount of light on a target. A quarter of a lux can roughly be described as the light level
provided by a full moon in an open field on a clear night. In fact, to get a high Light Output
score, a flashlight would not even need to have a reflector or lens, at all! Since the beginning,
Mag Instrument has prided itself on its beam-forming optics â€” the quality of its
precision-designed and precision-crafted reflectors, and the versatility of its spot-to-flood beam
focusing mechanism. High-quality optics can also play a role in slowing battery consumption
and prolonging Run Time. As LED technology continues to advance, the number of watts of
power consumed per lumen of light generated goes down; but it is still true to say that the more
lumens you want, the faster you will consume battery power. Each of our incandescent lamps
was designed and developed with only one purpose in mind â€” to operate optimally in the
particular flashlight for which the particular lamp is designated. We do not, however, test for or
publish current-draw or wattage figures for the lamp itself, as these are not ANSI performance
categories. Just as we do not publish any claim, we also do not guarantee any rating, as to the
current draw or the wattage of the lamp you reference. Voltage in volts times Current in
amperes equals Power in watts. Thus, if the voltage drop is 4. You would, however, need to look
to the accuracy of your own equipment and the correctness of your own technique. Mag
Instrument is not in a position to warrant the accuracy or the typicality of whatever
current-draw, voltage-drop or wattage numbers you might obtain. It is against Mag Instrument
policy to provide engineering advice to persons seeking to use Mag Instrument parts or
components to build non-Mag devices. And of course we do not warrant, endorse or
recommend any such use or any such non-Mag device. You can, however, obtain approximate
wattage, current-draw and voltage-drop numbers for the lamp in its intended operating
environment by following the procedure described in the answer next above. Because you don't
want to drain your phone battery using it as a light in a power-less situation. Your phone is your
lifeline. Don't kill it. If you're going to have a flashlight in your pocket or purse, it better perform
well and it better look good. Do you really want to carry around an ugly flashlight? Fortunately
for you, you just found the perfect light to make a statement with. That's almost 2 football fields!
Yet, it's small enough to fit right into your pocket or purse. Pretty powerful. Or, should we say
pretty and powerful. It comes in several different colors so you can pick one that perfectly fits
your style. Ladies, get one for your friends so you can mix and match. Choose Maglite. As the 1
selling multi-tool platform to the US military, the MP series has been to hell and back. Serving
those who serve, this tool is built to be tough and accessible. A one-hand opening design is
crucial, as is the durable stainless body, the variety of 14 tools, and multiple versions that are
specialized for any situation. What's the point of a rechargeable flashlight if it takes forever to
recharge? Now, that's fast! It's got lumens and it will run at that level for more than 3 hours,
unlike other flashlights that boast high lumens, but will barely last! The beam throw is yards m.
That's 5 football fields! All that power and it still weighs under 1 pound. Still not impressed? It's
been given a 5-star rating by the National Tactical Officers Association during field tests and it's
raved about in an editorial review by Officer. And, it's an iconic design, not one of those ugly
flashlights! It belongs in your hand - at home, at work, or at play! During warranty coverage,
Mag or an authorized Mag Warranty Service Center will repair the flashlight or, at its option,
replace a defective flashlight or component. Mag does not warrant the future availability of any
particular colors, markings or decorations, and may replace a custom flashlight with a standard
flashlight. Proof of purchase is required for warranty service. This warranty is in lieu of all other
warranties and conditions express or implied. It does not, however, affect the statutory rights of
a consumer. Under EU law where applicable , the seller of new flashlights is liable for any lack
of conformity that becomes apparent within two years from delivery of the flashlight; national
laws of specific jurisdictions, including EU Member States, may give the consumer additional
rights. The rechargeable battery unless the claim is made within one year after the documented

date of first retail purchase; 2. Any accessory including for example the recharging apparatus
unless the claim is made within one year after the documented date of first retail purchase; 3.
Any electronic component including for example the LED and electronics involved in switching,
controlling or regulating the LED unless the claim is made within one year after the documented
date of first retail purchase; or 4. Damage to or failure of the flashlight or any component or
accessory thereof, at any time, due to alteration, misuse, or lack of maintenance. For your
protection and to expedite handling, we recommend that all returns be insured and shipped by a
carrier that can track or trace the package. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and
you may have other rights which vary from country to country, province to province, and state
to state. Where any term of this warranty is prohibited by the law of any jurisdiction, such term
shall there be null and void, but the remainder of this warranty shall remain in full force and
effect. To obtain a copy of this warranty, please send an email with your request to warranty
magmail. In either case, please be sure to specify the model e. You know what the problem is
with flashlights these days? They all brag about high lumens and how bright they are, but they
only run for a short time before the brightness dims down. Heck, they don't run that long at all,
even in eco-mode. Well, not this one. On HIGH setting, it can run for more than 5 hours. That's
more than 5 football fields! But that's not the most amazing thing about it. In eco-mode, it will
run for more than two weeks nonstop with usable light. That's 18 days, to be exact! All it takes
is 4 D-Cell batteries. No worries about overheating. And years from now, when other flashlights
stop working, all you have to do is pop new batteries in and the MLL 4D will continue to perform
for you. It's "built like a tank" - as a customer would say. And it's an iconic design, not one of
those ugly flashlights! It's a must-have for every home and on every trip for work or play.
Whether you need it for an emergency or a camping trip or the next music festival, please make
sure you don't get caught in the dark without the MLL 4D LED Flashlight by Maglite! Mag or an
authorized Mag Warranty Service Center will, free of charge, repair or, at its option, replace a
defective flashlight or component. Mag does not warrant the future availability of particular
colors or decorations, and may replace a custom flashlight with a standard flashlight. This
warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, express or implied. Battery exhaustion; 2. Battery
leakage; 3. Damage to or failure of the flashlight or any component thereof due to alteration,
misuse, battery leakage or lack of maintenance. Mag Disclaims any responsibility for incidental
or consequential damages. In case of battery exhaustion, do not return the flashlight to Mag,
but replace the batteries. For the location of an authorized Mag Warranty Service Center in your
area, consult the retailer where you purchased the flashlight or see the customer service
section at Do not send batteries with flashlights. Ah yes, the city life! It's just as exciting as it is
unpredictable. Available in 9 stunning colors. The Mini Maglite Pro has a beam distance of
almost 2 football fields yards, to be exact and fits perfectly in your pocket or purse. Don't be
caught draining your phone battery using it as a flashlight. Get a real, dependable flashlight. Get
out your Maglite! Close menu. Outdoor Partners. In The Community. Replacement Parts. Safety
Related. Specialty Gear. About Maglite. Log in. Free Shipping On U. Brighten St. Our longest
running LED flashlight. Popular Bundles View all. Quick view. MLL Accessory Bundle. Roadside
Safety Bundle. ML50L Accessory Bundle. View all 29 products. Close esc. Shipping calculated
at checkout. Attache s to the end of the flashlight. The blue lens helps penetrate through smoke
and fog. Two Mounting Brackets and four fasteners. Allows the user to mount the flashlight in a
convenient location, in your car or truck, garage workstation, or in the house for quick access if
the power goes out. Governing Law: For all purposes including, by way of example but not
limitation, the applicability of products liability and truth-in-advertising standards, the
construction, interpretation, enforceability and limitations of warranty terms, etc. Venue;
Personal Jurisdiction: Venue of any lawsuit or administrative proceeding on a claim arising out
of or related to goods sold via this website shall lie in the California Superior Court for the
County of San Bernardino or such inferior state court as shall have subject matter jurisdiction
and in the United States District Court for the Central District of California. Any objection to the
assertion of personal jurisdiction of plaintiff or defendant by such court is waived. Mag
Instrument reserves the right to reject any request for customization at its own discretion for
any reason, including no reason at all. Yes, unfortunately, they can. Yes, just follow these
simple rules: Never leave dead or weak batteries in a flashlight, as they are the ones most likely
to leak. It is good practice to replace your entire set of batteries at least once a year, even if the
batteries still seem to be functioning normally. When your batteries get low which you can
generally tell by noticing that your flashlight is less bright than it used to be, or goes from bright
to dim shortly after it is turned on , replace the batteries â€” and be sure to replace the entire set
at the same time, with freshly-dated batteries that are all of the same brand and the same type.
Stick to premium brands of alkaline batteries Never mix old and new batteries together. Never
mix different brands or types of batteries together e. Inspect your batteries at least once a

month while they are in service. Inspect your batteries immediately after the flashlight has been
dropped or otherwise has suffered a hard impact. Immediately remove from service any battery
that is found to be leaking or swelling, or that shows signs of damage to its casing or terminals
â€” e. Remove from service any battery found to be past its marked expiration date. When
removing and replacing a damaged or date-expired battery, replace all other batteries in the
same set at the same time, even if they appear undamaged and are not date-expired. Again, the
idea is to never mix old and new batteries together. Importantly, when your flashlight is to be
stored for a month or longer, or when you otherwise expect to use it less than once a month,
you should remove the batteries and store them separately â€” not inside the flashlight. In any
of these situations, the likely cause is alkaline battery leak damage. Optics Matter Since the
beginning, Mag Instrument has prided itself on its beam-forming optics â€” the quality of its
precision-designed and precision-crafted reflectors, and the versatility of its spot-to-flood beam
focusing mechanism. Optics and Run Time High-quality optics can also play a role in slowing
battery consumption and prolonging Run Time. With Eco mode, up to 69 Hours With the familiar
"Quick-Click" system users can, within the "General" function set, choose Full Power maximum
Lumens : Low Power up to Lumens ; or Eco Mode - a super power saving mode that yields up to
58 Lumens with greatly extended run-time. As seen below, there are three additional function
sets - Outdoor; Law Enforcement; and Military - each offering a different set of functions
invoked in a different sequence, for quickest access to the functions the particular user prefers.
Gerber Multi-Tool with carrying case As the 1 selling multi-tool platform to the US military, the
MP series has been to hell and back. Water Resistant. Drop Resistance. Light Source. Barrel
Diameter. Run Time High. Run Time Low. Run Time Eco. Head Diameter. Batteries Included.
Battery Type. Battery Quantity. Power Management. Weight with Batteries. Peak Beam Intensity.
Special Features. Water Resistant Type. Matte anodized finish. Individually serial numbered.
Download PDF Manual. Our Best Sellers View all. City Life Kit. View all 32 products.
Performance -MLLR. Customer Reviews Based on 1 review Write a review. Performance - MLL
4D. An advanced lighting tool powered by a high capacity Lithium Iron Phosphate LiFePO4
rechargeable battery engineered for long service life with a 2. The charging base can be
powered by the included 12V adapter or V converter, or by any other charging source that
complies with the USB 2. Also, 4 Functions selectable through Mag Instrument's
tailcap-switch-activated "Quick-Click" mode selector. Momentary, Full Power - Lumens 1 hr.
Customer Reviews Based on 3 reviews Write a review. Skip to main content of results for "mag
flashlights". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review.
Flashlight Features. Flashlight Bulb Type. Flashlight Brightness. Flashlight Battery Size. From
Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Amazon Global Store.
Price and other details may vary based on size and color. FREE Shipping. Get it as soon as Tue,
Mar 2. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice for mag flashlights. Get it as soon as
Thu, Feb Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Best Seller in
Handheld Flashlights. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Need help? Visit the help section or contact us.
Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of over 2,
results for "mag lights flashlights". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. Flashlight Features. Flashlight Bulb Type. Flashlight Brightness. Flashlight
Battery Size. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Amazon
Global Store. Price and other details may vary based on size and color. Get it as soon as Thu,
Feb FREE Shipping. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 2 left in
stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands

of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. The BIG Larry knows how to light up a room! Secondary light
modes include Low lumens and the Emergency Red Flash mode. This intense red light is
perfect for distress signaling or roadside emergencies. Skip to main content. The item must be
returned in new and unused condition. Read the full returns policy How to return this item: Go
to Your Orders to start the return Print the return shipping label Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free
shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery:
Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 12 hrs and 56 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: NEBO. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than
the other. Show details. Sold by Fox Tradestore and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
More items to explore. Register a free business account. Not for children under 3 yrs. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Your browser does not
support HTML5 video. Images in this review. This is just a first impression since I haven't even
gone through my first set of batteries but I have to say two things are apparent immediately.
One is that this flashlight seems really well-made, with a metal body, good switch action, and
even smooth thread action on the screw-off cap on the battery compartment. My car's fender
over the wheel well is very non-uniform, but this thing stuck fine and didn't want to fall over or
wander. Second is the brightness. The "hi-beam" level is too bright to look at, and even the low
setting is maybe a bit brighter than my old toolbox flashlight. The flashing red setting is quite
attention-grabbing even several hundred meters away. So far I've had the thing on and sitting
next to me and I haven't noticed any dimming over the last hours. Light and lots of it. Just what
you want from a flashlight. I'm giving it the benefit of the doubt on the durability of the LEDs. If
they start failing or the electronics conk out then I may have to revise my opinion, but for now,
based on first impressions I'm giving it 5 stars. Update: Flashlight is still going strong after over
a year of use. I carry it around with me and I use it constantly at work and in the workshop at
home. The only nit's I've encountered since I bought it are that certain batteries sometimes get
stuck and that if you jolt it the light will sometimes go off. I suspect the former is related more to
the rechargeable batteries that I use than the flashlight, though it wouldn't hurt if the next
version of the flashlight added a few mils to the diameter of the battery compartment. Some of
these batteries are just a tiny bit wider than other batteries. I've run into this issue with other
devices and these batteries too, which is why I'm not really blaming this on the flashlight.
However, these batteries in this flashlight result in a problem where the first of the 3 batteries
inserted into the flashlight has a tendency to get wedged into switch end of the battery
compartment. Worst case this means I'll need to carefully drop the flashlight opening-first onto
the carpeted floor to knock it loose. I've had to do this several times so far with no ill effects, but
obviously I don't want to do this too many times for fear of damaging the flashlight esp. The
batteries in question are a "Tenergy"-branded set of rechargeable AAs. This lets these batteries
be used without a problem in this flashlight as well as a couple other devices I've had similar
spacing issues with. Just a tip for others who might have run into a similar problem. The other
problem I've encountered with this flashlight is that the batteries aren't as secure in their
compartment as I'd like and tend to briefly lose contact when the flashlight is jolted or rattled.
Unlike the other problem described above, this doesn't seem to be related to the brand of
battery used. There's a spring in the battery compartment's screw-on cap that's supposed to
provide enough compression to keep this from happening, but it isn't quite strong enough
IMHO. If you set the flashlight down a bit too hard or you inadvertently bang the light against
something then the jolt can cause a brief disconnect. Often this happens when the magnet
grabs the metal you're attaching the flashlight to for instance. In a normal flashlight this would
just cause a flicker, but in this one any loss of power to the electronics seems to cause a reset

and the light to go out. Pushing the power button will light the flashlight again so no big deal,
but I think future versions of the flashlight would be better with either a slightly stronger
compression spring in the battery compartment or maybe modified electronics to let it ignore
fraction-of-a-second power glitches. I temporarily "fixed" this by inserting a small metal disc in
the battery compartment in between the last battery and the cap spring to force extra
compression on the spring. This seemed to work for a while, but I didn't attach the disc to
anything and once when I was changing the batteries the disc popped out and got away from
me under the workbench. I didn't bother to replace it. I'll deal with having to occasionally press
the power switch to turn the light back on. Neither is reducing my 5-star rating. Had to send this
flashlight back. Went into the garage one morning and the light was on. I tried to shut it off but
the switch would not function. I took out the batteries, reinserted the batteries but the switch
would not turn on the light. Put the light on my desk to initiate a return and 4 minutes later the
light came back on. Repeated this episode multiple times. As always, Amazon made it so very
easy to deal with a return Thank you! Additionally, three modes are okay. I did use the light
within 48 hours of receiving it to fix the venting on the back of my dryer. The magnet was really
strong and help significantly to position the flashlight to assist me. I might have thought about
repurchasing the light had someone contacted me with an apology or explanation why this light
was defective. The only real advantage of this light is the heavy duty magnet at the base. This
helps when working alone and having something metal to attach it to. I have a lot of very bright
flashlights, so the combination made me think this purchase would be useful. At this time, I will
not buy another one The picture i've posted was taken in a windowless warehouse at work that
was pitch black - this lights up the place great. I saw it on display while waiting in line at a
hardware store. I decided to click it on just to waste time, and for the next 10 minutes i had that
huge blue dot in my vision! This thing is very rugged, made of metal. Highly recommend this for
any tool box. By adisonidle on April 15, See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Translate all reviews to English. Solid and heavy with a great magnet. The two light settings are
helpful low and high. The beam will light up a room. The red blinker is nice don't know where I
would use it unless an emergency. Bottom line is if this flashlight works over an extended
period of time I will never purchase any other kind of flashlight. Report abuse. I have the regular
Larry, and I find this one rather large to carry in your pocket. Don't really need the flashing red
strobe. Very high light output and can easily flood the backyard with light. The magnetic base
will be useful when I set up the rv at night. Seems very well built with a solid Very bright light
out of a relatively small form factor. Having the two brightness levels is a useful feature. Seems
very well built with a solid aluminum body. The ergonomics could use some design attention.
Overall quite satisfied with the unit. Excellent and versatile with ample light in all modes. It has a
good weight and feel that is sturdy indeed. The magnetic strength will pick up a pair of pliers
from the floor and is more than enough to hold light in any position. Great for car or home!!!
One person found this helpful. Report abuse Translate review to English. Featured items you
may like. Night Reading. Pages with related p
crux socgm 17 wiring interface
2010 ford focus fuel filter location
2005 dodge grand caravan keys
roducts. See and discover other items: car camping gear , warehouse lights , new work , parts
for nebo flashlight , the flashlight , aluminum clip. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

